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21 Norma Road, Palm Beach, NSW 2108

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 3 Area: 1275 m2 Type: House
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Experience the epitome of coastal living in this meticulously crafted residence, where every detail has been thoughtfully

curated to create an idyllic haven by the sea and the near-level access of the property sits on a site sprawling across

approximately 1275sqm. The interior showcases a seamless fusion of modern sophistication and coastal charm with

almost every room within this two-story home frames phenomenal beach, ocean, and headland views. Adorned with

high-end finishes and thoughtful design elements, this home invites you to soak in the unrivaled views from its two

spacious lounge rooms, each offering a serene retreat for relaxation and entertainment.For entertainment, the heart of

the home is a chef's dream kitchen, adorned with top-of-the-line appliances and an island perfect for both culinary

creations and casual gatherings. Entertain guests on the expansive deck while soaking in the breathtaking vistas of Whale

Beach or unwind in the tranquility of the lush garden surroundings as you head down to the pool, positioned to take full

advantage of the picturesque vista overlooking the length of Whale Beach. As daylight transitions to dusk, shimmering

district lights create a magical backdrop, casting an enchanting glow over this coastal sanctuary.Other notable features

include:- On trend accent colours and textures bring style and character to the fresh and crisp renovation - A perfect

combination of classic style and bold 'pops' of colour - Large decks on both levels ensure inside-outside living is made easy

- 4 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms + living spaces on both levels ensure the whole family is comfortably accommodated-

Phenomenal beach, ocean and headland views from almost every room- Lock up garage, surfboard storage and beach

bathroomThis coastal haven embodies the essence of luxurious living, offering an idyllic retreat where every day feels like

a vacation. Don't miss the opportunity to call this stunning property your own and experience the ultimate blend of

coastal elegance and comfort.


